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MEDIA
PACK

THERE IS ONLY US
UNIQUE AND GROUND-BREAKING
WE ARE THE GO-TO PLACE FOR THOSE WHO HAVE BEEN
THROUGH INFIDELITY
Attracting users from 158 countries
Our initial site www.women-scorned.co.uk launched late 2013 and
has 100,000 unique users per month

“

The WORLD’S leading help, support and advice
website and Forum for infidelity

Average dwell time for Women Scorned 10.5 minutes
Average dwell time for Men Scorned 12 minutes
Average dwell time for Kids Scorned 8 minutes

“

With the power of Celebrity Endorsement
our users trust the Scorned Family
* names changed for protection

Linda* thank you so much for your answer. Feeling so much better. Understand how
to more forward :)
Sarah* knowing the correct facts is brilliant. A huge thank you to
Women Scorned and Marilyn.

Profiles of typical adult Scorned site user
Women Scorned

Core age 18+ | 60% with disposable income | 78% online shoppers

Men Scorned

Core age 18+ | 82% with disposable income | 63% online shoppers

Working with
your BRAND
For maximum
effect

“I am delighted to be involved with Women Scorned and look
forward to working directly with them to offer additional
support and comfort for women all over the country during
their time of need.”

70% of our users
love to browse this
content regularly

Surveys and Social Media

Always a huge response. Our users love to get involved.

Media Exposure

Currently we are in over 50 publications and here are some publications the sites
have featured in

Love It Magazine 750,000
readers weekly in the UK

Closer Magazine 1 million
readers weekly in the UK

Daily Mail 1.7 million daily

We also regularly feature in ..
Bella The Sun | Best Wales on Line | Telegraph BBC Radio | Mirror Dublin Radio

What we are up to in the next 12 months?
www.men-scorned.co.uk will be featured in many
publications promoting the new site daily, weekly and
monthly.
www.kids-scorned.co.uk will be taken into schools and child
dominated areas.
www.women-scorned.co.uk will be featured in many
publications promoting the site in the media.
Invited on to TV and Radio in the UK and will feature as
experts in the field of divorce, finance, infidelity and
parenting to name but a few.

Exciting and prosperous times are here. Be a
part of it and don’t miss out!

Stats and Facts
Source Cashback site Quidco.com
Commissioned research with 2,000 women, found that 56% of them head to the
shops to cheer themselves up after calling time on their relationship and spend more
money than on any other shopping trip.
Source Men Scorned Survey powered by Survey Monkey
Reached 1,000 men, found that 48% of them head to the internet to shop spending
20% more than they would normally
Source Kids Scorned Survey powered by Survey Monkey
Reached 1,500 of both genders under the age of 18. Time spent on Internet average 30
hours per week. Time spent looking to buy average 12 hours per week.

OUR PRICES

Whilst we are growing our business we have exciting introductory offers for you
Let’s keep it simple to start
Logo and link on pre-selected internal pages (we will work with you for relevant site section)
Fixed Rate for a 3 month period 		
Fixed Rate for a 6 month period 		
Fixed Rate for a 12 month period

£500
£900
£1600

Banner
Home page top 					£950
Home page bottom 				
£750
Home page RHS 					£800
Home page LHS 					£500
Banners on 1 internal site feature page 12 month period
Women Scorned 				£600
Men Scorned 					£300
Kids Scorned 					£300
These prices will be fixed until December 2015

